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The Skye Experience 

 

Description: 

 

Our 3 day/2 night Skye Experience is possibly the best way to see this magical island. An all-

inclusive package we supply everything you need from large walk in tents, folding cot beds, comfy 

outdoor chairs and even a covered portable toilet. 

Skye is full of interesting places you really need to see, The Fairy Glen, Kilt Rock, The Quiraing, 

Lealt Falls and many more. Fortunately we are familiar with the island and know how to get round 

it with minimum fuss and show you the delights in a relaxed manner.  

A haven for the tourists this island attracts visitors from all over the world but that does not mean 

there are not quieter areas for us to spend the night, come with us and we will camp in places you 

will fall in love with.  

 

 

 

The Skye Experience is more wild glamping than wild camping, it is a bit more luxurious than you 

may expect. Our tents are bigger and include folding cot beds and we ensure you have enough 

space to relax at night. Sitting around the campfire at night in a comfy chair with a wee drink and 

some banter in such surroundings just may be one of your lifelong memories you never want to 

forget. 

 

 



 

A Typical Skye Experience: 

 

Your day will start with pick-up, we will arrange with you a suitable local pick up location, a main 

street close to where you live (as best as is practicable). Once all pick-ups are complete and we 

have a cup of coffee or tea we will make our way on our journey. Our route to Skye will take us 

past places such as Glencoe, Fort William, The Great Glen and the Kyle of Lochalsh amongst 

others. We will have plenty of time to stop for photo’s, refreshment and convenience breaks.  

Before we hit Skye itself we will see Eilean Donan Castle, they say it is the most photographed 

castle in Europe, possibly the world. Not only will you get a chance to add to the photo tally but we 

have included the audio tour of the castle in your package. None of us have ever actually been 

inside but our guests seem to love it.  

After Eilean Donan we will cross the bridge to Skye and very quickly after we will stop and 

introduce you to Arnie and his family, he serves possibly the best fish n chips (amongst other stuff) 

you will ever have. (we have been known to visit more than once on request). 

After lunch we will begin the trip around Skye, 

depending on the time of year and the 

amount of daylight we may get a chance to 

see a few places before heading to camp, we 

may decide to camp earlier if the weather 

suggests. 

When we do come to camp we will all muck in 

and be set in no time, once set we will begin 

the dinner process whilst you can explore, 

relax with a wee drink , set yourself up for the 

night, whatever you choose.  

Our outdoor culinary skills may not rival 

Gordon Ramsay but for dinner we will serve up some decent grub, maybe a chilli, stew, burgers or 

similar, there will be a vegetarian option on request. With dinner out the way and a bit of clearing 

up we can sit back, enjoy the evening and if lucky the night skies before heading off to bed, here 

we have no timings, go to bed when you want, get up when you want, our tents have black out 

bedrooms so the morning light should not disturb you. If you are an early riser well so are we and 

it is likely one of us will be around and the coffee on the go, if we are not around help yourself . 

Day 2 will start proper after breakfast and packing is complete, we will continue on the theme of 

seeing the sites and whilst these will differ from day 1 the theme of relaxation, enjoyment and 

great company will continue, you will have a second night camp (different location) and day 3 will 

see us start to make the journey home, that does not mean it is all over, far from it, there will be 

plenty to see and do on route back to your pick up location. 

 



 

 

What’s Included in your Skye Experience? 

• Transport both ways from local pick up point (as near as possible) 

• Dinner and Breakfast, tea, coffee, soft drinks (vegetarian options will be available) 

• Tour of Eilean Donan Castle 

• All equipment for overnight camping including a covered portable toilet 

• Driver/Guide 

 

What’s not included: 

• Lunch 

• Entry to any attraction we stop at (other than Eilean Donan Castle) 

• Return travel from your pickup location (we will endeavour to come as close to you as 

practicable) 

 

Cost: 

Currently the Skye Experience retails at £99.00 per person (incl all taxes). Family and Group 

bookings may attract a discount, please enquire prior to booking. 

 

 


